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Abstract
Recommendation models are usually trained on observational data. However,
observational data exhibits various bias, such as popularity bias. Biased data
results in a gap between online environment and offline evaluation, which makes
it difficult to measure the real effect of recommendation. To bridge this gap,
most existing methods exploit causal inference to eliminate the bias in historical
observational data, e.g., by re-weighting training samples or leveraging a small
fraction of unbiased data. However, different causes of an interaction are bundled
together as a unified representation in these algorithms. In this paper, we present
DICE, a general framework that learns representations where user interest and
item popularity are structurally disentangled. We leverage separate embeddings
for different causes, and make each embedding capture only one cause by training
with cause-specific samples and imposing direct disentanglement supervision. Our
algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art baselines with remarkable improvements on
two real-world datasets with various backbone models. We further demonstrate
that the learned embeddings successfully capture the desired causes.
1 Introduction
Measuring the real effect of recommender systems with observational data is difficult, because
it is usually biased towards certain items [8, 14]. For example, popular items are more likely to
be recommended which to some extent hides a user’ real interest [11]. From the perspective of
causal inference, the most effective way to evaluate a recommendation algorithm is using completely
randomized experimental design [35], or known as online A/B testing. However, A/B testing suffers
from long turnaround time and high risk of degrading user experience [23]. Therefore, unbiased
learning with biased offline data is crucial for recommendation.
In order to reduce the influence of popularity bias, causal approaches are proposed to recover real
interest from biased observational data. In recommendation with implicit feedback where only binary
click data is available, Inverse Propensity Scoring (IPS) [2, 9, 14, 15, 24, 46] is widely used. It
imposes lower weights for clicks on popular items and boosts long-tail items. Bonner et al. [8]
proposed another direction of causal recommendation, by using embeddings for both biased and
unbiased Matrix Factorization (MF) [27]. However, with unified representations for users and items
in these approaches, different semantics are not disentangled with each other. As a result, these
methods lack robustness for the data of different domains, especially when some of the causes are
varying while other causes are stable. On the other hand, in recommendation with explicit feedback
such as discrete ratings, one disentanglement trial in causal recommendation is Deconvolve [39],
which identifies each observed rating as union of real rating and recommender-influenced rating.
With strong modeling assumptions, real ratings are recovered using SVD. However, assumptions
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in Deconvolve only hold true in explicit feedback, and those matrix computations are not valid for
binary data in implicit feedback, which is more prevalent in modern recommendation.
In implicit feedback, there are usually multiple causes, such as real interest and popular trend, for
one single observation of click. However, existing recommendation algorithms often use unified
representations for each user or item, thus they fail to disentangle different causes. Since different
causes are bundled together as one single representation, these approaches tend to be misguided
by popularity bias in observational data [11]. In this paper, we focus on unbiased learning from
biased data. Specifically, we investigate the two main causes, interest and popularity. We aim to learn
disentangled representations for the two causes, and estimate clicks by combining them together.
Disentangling interest and popularity for recommendation is challenging and largely unexplored.
Specifically, we face three challenges. First, there are infinite solutions for interest and popularity
when only click data is available. Therefore, reasonable assumptions are needed to make this problem
solvable. Meanwhile, the disentanglement design needs to be general across various backbone models.
Second, learning disentangled representations is intrinsically hard. Embeddings are directly taken
inner products to make recommendations, while requiring disentanglement among embeddings often
conflicts with user preference modeling. Meanwhile, there is no ground-truth for real interest, which
makes it more difficult to capture. Third, recommendations are made by combining different causes,
which requires careful designs on how to learn and incorporate different components.
In this paper, we present a general framework for Disentangling Interest and popularity bias with
Causal Embeddings (DICE). We state concise and reasonable causal assumptions that decompose
each click record into user’s real interest and item’s popularity influence. Those assumptions are not
based on specific models, but sourced from how data is generated, which makes our approach effective
upon various backbones. Unlike existing embedding based methods that learn unified representations
for different causes, our approach adopts separate embeddings for interest and popularity. In order
to force each embedding to capture only one cause, we train the model with cause-specific data.
In addition, direct disentanglement supervision is added to attain stronger independence between
embeddings of different causes. We estimate click behaviors by combining interest and popularity,
with the help of multi-task and curriculum learning. Experimental results show that DICE outperforms
state-of-the-art baselines with over 5% improvements in terms of Recall and NDCG. Furthermore,
analysis on the quality of learned embeddings illustrates that interest and popularity modeling is
highly independent, which makes DICE an interpretable framework.
2 Proposed method: DICE
In this section, we present our approach for disentangling interest and popularity bias with causal
embeddings. We first introduce the causal modeling basis of DICE, and then elaborate on the
algorithm design of learning disentangled representations.
2.1 Causal modeling
A click record of a user on an item mainly reflects two aspects: (1) the item’s characteristics match
the user’s interest, (2) the item’s popularity matches the user’s conformity. A click could come from
one or both of the two aspects. Similar to Deconvolve [39], we make concise assumptions on each
click record as union of real interest and popularity bias. Formally, we have the following assumption.
Assumption 2.1 A click record in biased recommendation scenario results from two independent
causes, which are the user’s interest and the item’s popularity.
Pclick = Pinterest + Ppopularity, (1)
where P represents matching probability for a given user and item. This assumption is justified
because users tend to have both particularity and conformity when interacting with recommender
systems [30]. Figure 1(a) illustrates the causal graph of our concise assumptions.
Based on this assumption, we could further obtain quantitative relations on each cause. We first
introduce several notations. We use M I to denote the matrix of interest matching probability for
all users and items, and MP for popularity matching probability. If a user u clicks a popular item
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Figure 1: Causal graph and causal embeddings. (a) We make concise assumptions on each click
that it results from two independent causes, user interest and item popularity. (b) We adopt separate
embeddings for interest and popularity, thus each user or item has two embeddings. We force each
embedding to capture only one cause by training different embeddings with cause-specific data and
adding direct disentanglement supervision, under the framework of multi-task learning.
a, while does not click an unpopular item b, then we are not sure whether the user’s interest on a is
stronger than b, because popular items are more likely to be recommended to users. In other words,
the click could come from the second cause (a is more popular than b). Meanwhile, we can also
safely conclude that the total strength of the two causes of a is larger than b. Formally, we have two
inequalities in this case:
MPua > M
P
ub,
M Iua +M
P
ua > M
I
ub +M
P
ub.
(2)
However, if a user clicks an unpopular item c, while does not click a popular item d, then we could
attain more information. Since c is less likely to be recommended to the user, the click on c could be
largely due to the user’s interest. Formally, we have three inequalities in this case:
M Iuc > M
I
ud,
MPuc < M
P
ud,
M Iuc +M
P
uc > M
I
ud +M
P
ud.
(3)
Our concise assumptions are based on how data is generated and they are model-independent, which
could benefit both upstream base models and downstream applications. By turning one equality to
multiple inequalities, we make the task of disentangling interest and popularity solvable. We then
introduce our solution using causal embeddings. Specifically, we adopt two sets of embeddings to
separately capture interest and popularity. Each user has an interest embedding u(int) and a popularity
embedding u(pop), and each item also has i(int) and i(pop) for the two causes. We use inner product
to compute matching probability in both latent spaces. To estimate whether a user will click an item,
we combine the two causes together. Therefore, the recommendation score for user x and item y is
formulated as:
sxy = 〈x(int), y(int)〉+ 〈x(pop), y(pop)〉, (4)
where 〈x, y〉 means inner product of two embeddings. Figure 1(b) demonstrates the disentanglement
design of interest embeddings and popularity embeddings. The causal embedding framework could
be regarded as an embedding version of Assumption 2.1.
2.2 Learning disentangled representations
Disentanglement between interest embedding and popularity embedding means that each embedding
captures only one factor. To achieve such target, we use different data to train different embeddings.
In other words, based on these aforementioned inequalities, we could obtain user-item interactions
that mainly result from one specific cause, and leverage these interactions to optimize corresponding
embeddings. Overall, we apply a multi-task learning framework on top of causal embeddings. The
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main task is to estimate click behaviors combining the two sets of embeddings. Moreover, we
add two extra tasks on separately learning interest embeddings and popularity embeddings using
cause-specific data. To enhance disentanglement, we further add a discrepancy task in order to make
the two sets of embeddings independent with each other.
We utilize BPR [36] to model the pairwise quantitative relations in (2) and (3). Each positive sample
is paired with certain number of negative samples, and each training instance is a triplet (u, i, j)
containing user ID, positive item ID and negative item ID. We use O to denote the whole training
instances, which could be divided into two parts,O1 andO2. Specifically,O1 denotes those instances
where negative samples are more popular than positive samples, and O2 denotes the opposite cases.
Estimating clicks This is the main target for recommender systems, and we combine the two
causes to estimate clicks as introduced in (4). For each instance in training set O, we use BPR to
maximize the margin between scores of positive items and negative items. The loss function for click
estimation is thus formulated as follows:
Lclick =
∑
(u,i,j)∈O
BPR(〈u(int)‖u(pop), i(int)||i(pop)〉, 〈u(int)‖u(pop), j(int)||j(pop)〉), (5)
where ‖ means concatenation of two embeddings. We use the concatenation form here for simplicity,
which is equivalent to the summation form in (4). The BPR loss pushes the recommendation score
for positive item i to be higher than negative item j.
Interest modeling As introduced in previous sections, for those training instances (i.e. O1) that
negative items are more popular than positive items, the interaction is largely due to user’s interest.
These data is interest-specific, because we have inequalities for interest modeling. We also use BPR
to optimize interest embeddings to learn such pairwise preference. The loss function only takes effect
for instances in O1:
Linterest =
∑
(u,i,j)∈O1
BPR(〈u(int), i(int)〉, 〈u(int), j(int)〉). (6)
Popularity modeling For instances in both O1 and O2, we have inequalities for popularity model-
ing. However, the direction of inequality is different in the two cases. We use these popularity-specific
data to optimize popularity embeddings. Therefore, the loss function for popularity modeling is
formulated as:
L
(1)
popularity =
∑
(u,i,j)∈O1
−BPR(〈u(pop), i(pop)〉, 〈u(pop), j(pop)〉),
L
(2)
popularity =
∑
(u,i,j)∈O2
BPR(〈u(pop), i(pop)〉, 〈u(pop), j(pop), 〉),
Lpopularity = L
(1)
popularity + L
(2)
popularity.
(7)
Interest modeling and popularity modeling disentangle the two causes by training different em-
beddings with different cause-specific data. Meanwhile, the main task on estimating clicks also
strengthens this disentanglement as a constraint. For example, in terms of a training instance (u, i, j)
where negative item j is more popular than positive item i, interest modeling task forces the two
sets of embeddings to learn that user u’s interest in i is larger than j, and popularity modeling task
forces them to learn that item i’s popularity is less than j. Meanwhile, estimating clicks forces them
to learn that the overall strength of i is larger than j. Therefore, what the model really learns is that
the advantage of i over j with respect to interest dominates the disadvantage in popularity, which
could be best learned by capturing only one cause with one embedding.
Discrepancy task Besides the three tasks above that disentangle interest and popularity by opti-
mizing different embeddings with cause-specific data, we impose direct supervision to reinforce this
disentanglement. Specifically, we add an extra discrepancy task on the distribution of the embeddings.
Suppose E(int) and E(pop) represent two sets of embeddings of all users and items. We examine
three candidate discrepancy loss functions, which are L1-inv, L2-inv and distance correlation (dCor).
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L1-inv and L2-inv maximize L1 and L2 distances between E(int) and E(pop) respectively. dCor of
two sets of embeddings could be calculated as follows:
dCor(E(int),E(pop)) =
dCov(E(int),E(pop))√
dV ar(E(int)) · dV ar(E(pop)) , (8)
where dCov(·) and dV ar(·) represent distance covariance and distance variance, respectively. We
refer to [42, 43] for more details on dCor. From high level, dCor is a more reasonable choice, since
it focuses on the correlations of pairwise distances between interest embeddings and popularity
embeddings. In other words, dCor makes the two sets of embeddings as independent with each
other as possible. Thus the three options for discrepancy loss function are −L1(E(int),E(pop)),
−L2(E(int),E(pop)) and dCor(E(int),E(pop)). We will compare the three options in experiments.
2.3 Combining causes with curriculum learning
In the proposed framework, recommendation is made by combining the two causes. Therefore,
we train causal embeddings with the four tasks simultaneously. We combine these loss functions
together:
L = Lclick + α(Linterest + Lpopularity) + βLdiscrepancy. (9)
Since estimating clicks is the main task for recommendation, α and β should be less than 1 from
intuition. Meanwhile, discrepancy task directly influences the distribution of embeddings, thus too
large β would negatively impact user preference modeling. Figure 1(b) illustrates the holistic design
of the proposed framework.
As introduced previously, we could obtain two or three inequalities when the negative sample is less or
more popular than the positive sample, respectively. Notice that those inequalities will hold true with
high probability when the popularity gap is sufficiently large. Therefore, we adopt popularity based
negative sampling with margin to guarantee those quantitative relations. Specifically, if the popularity
of the positive sample is p, then we will sample negative instances from items with popularity larger
than p +mup, or lower than p −mdown, where mup and mdown are positive margin values. By
sampling negative items with popularity margin, we gain high confidence on our causal assumptions.
Inspired by curriculum learning [6], we adopt an easy-to-hard strategy on training DICE by adding
decay on margin values and loss weights. Specifically, when margin values mup and mdown are very
large, we have high confidence on those inequalities for interest and popularity modeling, which
means the tasks are easier and we set relatively high loss weights for Linterest and Lpopularity. As
we train the model, we increase the difficulty by decaying margin values, as well as loss weights, by
a factor of 0.9 after each epoch. With curriculum learning, the proposed approach learns stronger
disentanglement for high-confidence samples.
3 Experiments
Datasets We conduct experiments on two million-scale datasets collected from real-world ap-
plications, Movielens-10M dataset [17] and Netflix Prize dataset [7]. We also use Yahoo! Front
Page dataset [28] to explore how different algorithms perform under fully unbiased situations. In
order to measure the performance of causal learning, unbiased test sets are needed, and thus all
datasets are transformed following the standard protocol introduced in related literatures [8, 29]. We
binarize the datasets by keeping ratings of five stars as one, and others as zero. To simulate unbiased
recommendation, we randomly sample half of the records with equal probability in terms of items,
and leave the other half as biased training data. In other words, items are sampled with probability
as inverse popularity, which means popular items are less selected. Finally, we obtain a 70/10/20
split for training set (50% biased and 20% unbiased), validation set (10% unbiased) and test set (20%
unbiased). We refer to [8, 29] for details on extracting an unbiased test set from biased data.
Baselines We compare our approach with IPS [15] and CausE [8], the two state-of-the-art ap-
proaches for causal recommendation. In terms of IPS, we include plain IPS [37, 24], and its two
variants, IPS-Cap [9] and IPS-Cap-Norm [15]. Specifically, plain IPS suffers from high variance,
which makes it sensitive to extreme data. IPS-Cap adds max-capping to limit the largest IPS value
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Table 1: Recommendation results on Movielens-10M and Netflix datasets.
Movielens-10M Netflix
Name Recall Hit Ratio NDCG Recall Hit Ratio NDCG
MF 0.1605 0.5329 0.0973 0.1420 0.6433 0.1107
MF + IPS 0.1540 0.4966 0.0767 0.1200 0.5361 0.0732
MF + IPS-Cap 0.1588 0.5069 0.0787 0.1249 0.5482 0.0750
MF + IPS-Cap-Norm 0.1846 0.5693 0.0995 0.1426 0.6236 0.1003
MF + CausE 0.1584 0.5351 0.0997 0.1428 0.6478 0.1139
MF + DICE (ours) 0.1936 0.6078 0.1158 0.1483 0.6600 0.1147
GCN 0.1906 0.6024 0.1218 0.1527 0.6689 0.1238
GCN + IPS 0.1673 0.5464 0.0967 0.1269 0.5851 0.0874
GCN + IPS-Cap 0.1758 0.5648 0.1025 0.1316 0.5975 0.0917
GCN + IPS-Cap-Norm 0.1942 0.6044 0.1223 0.1342 0.6220 0.1086
GCN + CausE 0.1304 0.4730 0.0840 0.0905 0.5134 0.0776
GCN + DICE (ours) 0.2121 0.6409 0.1365 0.1652 0.6973 0.1310
which significantly reduces the variance. And IPS-Cap-Norm further adds normalization on IPS
values to balance between bias and variance.
Backbones Causal approaches usually serve as additional methods upon backbone models. We
use the most adopted backbone, Matrix Factorization (MF) [27] to compare different approaches.
Meanwhile, we also incorporate the state-of-the-art collaborate filtering model, Graph Convolutional
Networks (GCN) [16, 47, 18], to investigate whether algorithms generalize across different backbones.
Hyper-parameters For MF, GCN and IPS, we fix the embedding size as 128. While for CausE
and DICE, the embedding size is fixed as 64, since they contain two sets of embeddings. Therefore,
the number of parameters are the same for all methods to guarantee fair comparison. We set α
as 0.1 and β as 0.01, which shows great performance and agnostic to both datasets and backbone
models in experiments. We use BPR [36] as the loss function for all baselines. We use Adam [25] for
optimization. Other hyper-parameters for our method and baselines are tuned by grid search.
We evaluate top-k recommendation performance for implicit feedback [36], which is the most
common setting for recommendation. We use three frequently used metrics, which are Recall, Hit
Ratio and NDCG. We first compare the overall performance of DICE and other baselines. After that
we investigate how different algorithms perform on fully biased or unbiased set-ups which is closer
to applications. Furthermore, we study whether each set of embeddings in DICE successfully learn
the only desired cause. At last, we compare the three candidate loss functions for discrepancy task.
3.1 Recommendation performance
We use BPR-MF [36] and LightGCN [18], which are both state-of-the-art backbone models. Results
on two datasets are listed in Table 1. We observe that our proposed DICE framework outperforms
baselines with significant improvements on not only both datasets, but also both backbones. For
example, DICE makes over 15% improvements with respect to NDCG using MF as backbone on
Moveilens-10M dataset, and over 8% improvements with respect to Recall using GCN as backbone on
Netflix dataset. Firstly, the disentanglement design of interest embeddings and popularity embeddings
successfully distinguish the two causes of user interactions. It allows the framework to capture
invariant interest from biased training data, and adapt to varying popularity bias in test cases.
Secondly, the concise causal assumptions are sourced from how the data is generated, thus the
framework is independent with backbone models. Results based on MF and GCN illustrate that
DICE is a general framework, which could be smoothly integrated into various embedding based
recommendation algorithms. Thirdly, the disentanglement of different causes makes our framework
highly interpretable, which is significant for recommender systems. The improvements verify the
effectiveness of disentangling interest and popularity bias with causal embeddings.
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Table 2: Results on biased dataset.
Name Recall Hit Ratio NDCG
MF 0.1483 0.5151 0.0985
IPS-Cap-Norm 0.1669 0.5524 0.1105
DICE 0.1764 0.5731 0.1172
Table 3: Results on unbiased dataset.
Name Recall Hit Ratio NDCG
MF 0.0662 0.3631 0.0545
CausE 0.0671 0.3614 0.0543
DICE 0.0679 0.3618 0.0529
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Figure 2: Overalp with ItemPop.
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Figure 3: t-SNE of item embeddings.
3.2 Causal learning on biased and unbiased data
In previous experiments, all the algorithms are trained with a large fraction of biased data (50%) and
a small fraction of unbiased data (20%). Adding extra unbiased data is not only a hard requirement of
certain baseline method (CausE), but also reduces the difficulty of causal learning. However, unbiased
data is often too expensive to obtain in real-world recommender systems. Therefore, in this section,
we investigate how different algorithms perform when training with only biased data, which is more
difficult but closer to applications. We remove the 20% unbiased training data in Movielens-10M
dataset, and compare our proposed method with IPS-Cap-Norm, which is the most competitive
baseline. CausE is omitted since it requires unbiased training data. Table 2 shows the results training
with only biased data. Although performance of all methods drops drastically compared with easier
situation in Table 1, the proposed DICE framework could still disentangle interest and popularity
with only biased data, and outperforms other baselines significantly.
As introduced in [8], unbiased interest could be directly learned under fully random recommendation
policy. We also conduct experiments on a random recommendation dataset, Yahoo! Front Page
dataset [28]. This dataset contains 15 days of user click log for news articles on Yahoo!’s front
page. The articles were chosen uniformly at random, which serves as a totally unbiased evaluation
environment. Due to its random nature, a simple MF algorithm could successfully learn users’
unbiased interest, and there is no need for introducing more advanced causal techniques, such
as CausE or DICE. Table 3 demonstrates the results on this random recommendation dataset. In
correspondence to our analysis, the performance of different methods are almost the same with each
other. Close performance of different methods confirms that completely random experimental design
is the easiest approach for unbiased learning. However, random recommendation is at the risk of bad
user experience, thus causal learning from biased data is always important for recommendation.
3.3 Embedding disentanglement of real interest and popularity bias
In this section, we investigate the quality of embedding disentanglement in DICE. As there is ground-
truth for popularity, we first study whether popularity embeddings capture the desired cause. Here we
introduce another two versions of the framework, DICE-int and DICE-pop. They only use interest or
popularity embeddings for recommendation, respectively. Note that in DICE we concatenate the two
embeddings. We compare the overlapped recommended items of all methods with ItemPop, which
recommends the top popular items. Intersection Over Union (IOU) is used as the metric. Figure
2 illustrates the results on Movielens-10M dataset. We observe that using popularity embeddings
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greatly simulates the ItemPop algorithm, and the overlapped items even surpass 50% when TopK is
above 40. Compared with other baselines like IPS and CausE with IOU less than 20%, DICE-pop is
much more similar to ItemPop, which confirms that popularity embeddings indeed capture popularity
bias. On the other hand, there is almost no overlapped items between DICE-int and ItemPop, proving
that popularity bias is almost fully distilled from interest embeddings.
In DICE, two sets of embeddings are disentangled for the two causes, interest and popularity. We
visualize the learned item embeddings in DICE using t-SNE [33]. Figure 3 shows the learned item
embeddings, where crosses represent interest embeddings and dots represent popularity embeddings.
With special design and direct supervision on disentanglement, the two sets of embeddings are far
from each other, and they could even be approximately separated by a linear classifier (red line in the
figure). Moreover, we divide all the items to three groups based on their popularity, which are popular,
normal and unpopular. In Figure 3, items of different groups are painted in different colors. We
observe that popularity embeddings are layered according to item popularity, where items of similar
popularity are near in the embedding space. On the other hand, with respect to interest embeddings,
items of different popularity are mixed with each other. Visualizations of the learned item embeddings
illustrate the high quality of disentanglement in the proposed framework. Based on disentangled
embeddings, reasonable interpretations could be made, which is crucial for recommendation.
3.4 Summary comparison of different discrepancy loss
We provide three options for discrepancy loss, L1-inv, L2-inv and dCor. We examine the three
candidates on two datasets with two backbones. Overall, dCor attains better performance than L1-inv
and L2-inv with over 2% improvements. However, dCor relies on heavy matrix computations which
is much more time-consuming than L1-inv and L2-inv. Specifically, training with dCor (about 100s
per epoch) as discrepancy loss is much slower than L1-inv and L2-inv (about 44s per epoch), which
means L1-inv and L2-inv might be more appropriate for large scale applications.
4 Related work
Popularity bias Several works [1, 3, 4, 10, 11, 21, 34, 40] have investigated the role of popularity
bias in recommender systems. Steck [40] examined the traded-off between popularity and accuracy,
and proposed a relatively unbiased metric. Jannach et al. [21] analyzed the source of popularity
bias, and propose two schemes to counter these biases. Unlike these previous approaches, we model
popularity bias as one of the causes for observational data, and use causal embeddings to capture it.
Causal recommendation Recently causal inference is leveraged for unbiased recommendation
[2, 9, 14, 15, 22, 24, 29, 37, 45, 46]. IPS is widely adopted, which impose lower weights for popular
items. Specifically, the weight is set as the inverse of item popularity [2, 37, 46]. Bottou et al. [9] add
max-capping on IPS value to reduce the variance of IPS. Gruson et al. [15] further add normalization
which also achieved better results than plain IPS. Besides IPS, Bonner et al. [8] proposed CausE that
requires a large biased dataset and a small unbiased dataset. Each user or item has two embeddings to
perform MF on two datasets respectively. Unlike these approaches that bundle different causes into
unified representations, our approach achieves causal recommendation with disentangled embeddings.
In recommendation with explicit feedback, Sinha et al. [39] decomposed observed ratings to union of
real ratings and recommender influence. With several strong assumptions, they attained a closed-form
solution to recover real ratings from observational ratings based on SVD. However, these assumptions
could not be adapted to the more prevalent implicit feedback setting. To our knowledge, our proposed
approach is the first attempt to disentangle different causes in recommendation on implicit feedback.
Disentangled representation learning Learning representations in which different semantics are
disentangled is crucial for robust use of neural models [5, 31, 38, 41]. Existing approaches mainly
focus on computer vision [12, 13, 19, 20, 26]. For example, β-VAE [19] learns interpretable
representations from raw images in an unsupervised manner. Disentangled representation learning in
recommender systems was not explored until recently [32, 44]. These methods decompose user intent
into finer granularity, such as the size or color of an item, while ignoring the bias in observational data.
Unlike existing algorithms, our approach learns disentangled representations to model the causal
relations in recommendation.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a general framework for disentangling user interest and popularity bias
for recommendation with causal embeddings. Based on concise and reasonable assumptions, DICE
consistently outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms with remarkable improvements. Analysis on
disentanglement demonstrates that user interest and item popularity is largely independent in the
two sets of embeddings. The learned embeddings are of high quality and interpretability, which is
promising to explore novel applications using the learned disentangled representations. A particular
meaningful direction for future work is extending DICE to more embedding based recommendation
backbones. Overall, we believe disentangling interest and popularity opens new doors for unbiased
learning in recommender systems.
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